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Tibetan Bodhisattva Vows Translated: Vu-Dien Three Tibetans True-Nan-nan-da Tang Viet translation: Home Bodhisattvas from Favored Realm-Ms.-Principles Recryment of the Trinity Vows, by bringing odRely Send a cloud of incense u ten method offers throne three jewels to live how to contain the way
of self-healing Nature I dharma sental bića Pray Buddha from the family Heart bodhi fortified Chi study firm Durable Far from the original tank gauge quickly returned to shore. The unsue Buddha of the three worlds is no more than a master who teaches all heaven the father of all four types of medicine
completes a three-mandated ritual of calling out and shouting endless life. C Buddha's creatures often silently think of Chau's desk, similar to the way ten Buddhas appeared bright avro Before Bao, the body of the child now kneel to a vow to care for. C Sun-France, Sage-Holy Tang, a resident of the three



gems. C (1 bow) Also mind ceremony: Male tissue Ta-Lady Master Thich Ca-Ni Buddha, 2009, 2012, 2010, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 19th Century, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th,
19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 100th, 19th, 19th, 19th, 10th, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st,
1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, , 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1. C (1 bow) Mind ceremony: Southern tissue of the West
Course-Lost world-from great compassion Ahyam buddha, Bodhisattva's Great CompassionAte, Bodhisattva-Chi-Bodhisattva, Tibetan-King Bodhisattva,Thanh Tinh Hai Hai Bodhisattva. C (1 kly) TÁN LU HUONG Kim lu has just sharpened a flock throughout the dharmi ten dharm Phuong Show in clouds
of treasures that Budas clearly knows incense meditations. C The whole body represents the money proven, blessings are given. Male Tissue Huong Van The Bodhisattva (3 Times) C Male Model Ten Joint Abbot Three Jewels (3 times) C Bow on three-joint religion Quy Network and Ten Budd Son is
sheltered yes if Tibetan Sutra at the temple expands 4 tees graces Under spasahom triad torment Ce li ko h h us bodhisattvasa we tela rodena through the tribe Pole Lac. Nun Buddha (3 times) C Shelf opens buddhist sutra even deep secrets Hundreds of thousands of lives hard to find Now I listen to
committed chanting vows radiating tatho miracle. C CHI TAM QUY U Minh Pope of Tibet Bodhisattva Bodhisattva. Good virtue, Pope! The room is thick, the organ contains enough. Southern waters are cloudy, fragrant, thy with flowers, rhymes, beautiful clouds, not previewed precious rains. No wonder,
People, White Buddha: What's wrong? Buddha said, Tibetans go to heaven! Three-life Budas praised Ten Ways Bodhisattvas is widely believed that I now have good grace, The Hinged Tibetan virtues of neo-Somol: Love by the grace of the patio spreads many lifesaving births from the world, U hands of
the golden rod, pounding the door to save us we're a stingy bica, ruga pearl bright round, aura illuminates we three tisuca celestial Bica. Pluto is not a gentle, higher crime scene in front of the palace. Tibetan Bodhisattvas, show credit to the Yanyi people! Male model U Minh master or vows to be born:
Hell not, I swear the failed Buddha, the living creatures devotion, bodhisatt's testimony. Great compassion, fulfillment, holy see, Dasin, Tibetan Bodhisattva Bodhisattva. (3 times) Tibetan Bodhisattva Vows han translation: Vu-Dien Three Tibetans Samen True-Massage-nan-da tang Viet translation: Home
Bodhisattvas of The Favored World-Women Principles Sedu 1/. One day, Buddha went to the palace to preach Dharma to his mother. In the meantime, impossible to convince, all buddhas and great Bodhisattva Manhisattvas from the countless worlds in the tenth world came to meet and exclaim buddha
19th May be in the evil life of the year, modern wisdom cannot think to discuss that contemptuous creatures could strengthen, let them know what Dharma suffering, what dharma is happy. Then each of you sent a hypothetical question to the Sun. Then his Homing smiled and popped hundreds of
thousands of clouds of great glory. Such as: - cloud of great glory Konsummation, - cloud of great self-scendity, - cloud of great aura of baale, - cloud aureola three-year-old, - cloud of great pedestrian walls, - cloud of great self-convulsation, - clouds of great merit, - aureola of great medicine, - cloud aurea
aureola greatly commenced. After the introduction of an impossible halo of the cloud, such as He made all kinds of wonderful noises again. Such as: - Basalt, - Basalt, - Persian Patience, - Latin Basalt, - Persian Meditation, - Baalam; – voice of compassion, - sound of joy, - sound of liberation, - sound of
gonorrhea, - voice of wisdom, - sound of the lion, - sound of storm clouds, - sound of clouds of thunder. After the impossibility of such an impossible theory of sound, countless heavenly demons from The Ta-ba and other Western worlds gathered at the Palace of Daa loi. As they are: - Heaven's Four
Heavenly Kings, - Heaven Da-Loi, - Heaven Tumm-ma, - Heaven Where-Brings, - Heaven Hoa Lac, - Heaven Tha Hoa Self-In; Heavenly Pham, Heaven Pham Sub, Heavenly Dai Pham. - Sky with low light, - No air, - Sky Quang Yin; – heaven is pure, heaven is infinitely pure and heaven is pure; – Heaven
and Earth Blessed births, - Heaven and Earth, - Heaven and Earth, - Heaven and Earth Save, - Heaven and Earth; – To the sky of the Flying Flying Fantasy Land; All heaven, dragon and demons come to the meeting. There are gods in another world of the same world as ta-grand. Like: - the sea god, -
god of the river, - god of the flow, - god of trees, - the god of the earth, - god of rice with seeds, - day god, - night god, - god nowhere, - god of the sky, - god to eat, - sheep. Gods like that come to the meeting. There are demons in other countries and the Ta-grand world. Such as: - Evil Demon King, -
Protein Blood Demon King, - Protein Spirit Demon King, - Protein Thai Ovule Demon King, - Demon King, - Regent Evil King, - From the Devil King Mind, - Blessed Demon King, - Great Demon King. In the meantime, buddha buddha likes to tell Van-revenge-master-king-king Prince Bodhisattva Man-ha-
bodhisattva: You observe all bodhisattva budas and angels in this world, another world, one country, another, now come to meet in the heavenly palace da-loi So, you know what that number is? Mr. Van-vengeance-master-white Buddha said, White Lord! Even if you count in a thousand lives, you don't
know. Buddha told Buddha: 'Even if I use Buddha's eye for observation, I still don't count. It's all because Tibet was bodhisattva in its time, at its level, going to its level, it will be finished, it is achieving achievements or will make achievements. Mr. Van-vengeance-master-white Buddha said, White Lord!
I've been cultivating a base since ancient times and i've been at fearless wisdom. When I heard Buddha speak, I immediately took credit. There are also thanh van fruits, eight heavenly dragons and living creatures in future life, although they listen to the honest words of Nhu Lai, but will surely be born
skeptical. No matter how reverent and respectful they are, recrimination is inevitable. Pray that the Lord would speak widely about when in the human world, what bodhisattva Bodhisattva kept and vowed that she could eat things that could not be discussed? For example, every tree, gag, thorn rice, mop,
rock and earth structure in the Three Heavenly Worlds, each object is made in the Ganges river, and every grain of sand in each river ganges becomes the world, and every mortal in every world makes life. Then every mortal who is in each of them will be made into one life. The time when Bodhisattva
Tibet witnessed the tenth is now 100 times more than the above examples. In this case, the Tibetans of Bodhisattva were still in the ranks of Thanh Van and Bich Chi-Buddha. This Van-revenge-benefit! Bodhisattva is a power and a vow cannot be thought of. In future life, if any good man or woman hears
bodhisattva title, or vibes, or reflects or proclaims the title, or gives sacrifices until he takes a picture, grabs, paints an image, then he will be born in heaven three thirteen times and forever falls on the evil path. This Van-revenge-benefit! In the past, it was an impossible theory of the past, and Bodhisattva
Bodhisattva was the son of a fake big... During this time in his life he was a Buddha, his name is The Lion of the Cretaceous Tan Tu Van Hanh Tath lai. When chief sees the great General Buddha's state blessings, he asks Germany What did you grow to be a good general? During this time, Chalk Lion
Tan Tu Van Hanh Nhu Lai said: To prove this body, it must take a long time to save all living creatures suffering. This Van-revenge-benefit! At the time, the chief of hypocrisy of this person claims: From now and until the future, I cannot count the number of lives, because of the sinful creatures in the hem,
which are widely established, and free them all, and then I will become Buddhism itself. Since the great vows before this Buddha, he has experienced hundreds of thousands of invincible on-the-tha memories in which he is still bodhisattva. In the past, there was a Buddha in his life, the title of
enlightenment in Tathlai King. Buddha's life was 400,000,000. At the time of the French kipata, she was a basalt daughter who had many deep blessings, and everyone loved him, and stood and sat with the guardians of the gods. However, her mother believed in evil and often despised the Three Jewels.
During this time, the Holy Lady used all means to encourage her mother to be born right. However, the mother of the Holy Woman is not entirely religious, soon to live together and the spirit is lost in the Baker. Then St. Patrick's Day is the first of its last Baalus knew that her mother, when she was alive,
didn't believe in cause and effect, so she had to follow karmi and be born into a beast. And so she sold her house and bought a lot of flowers with gifts, and then she made a big sacrifice in front of Buddha's towers. In the meantime, St. Patrick's Day is the first of its last 10 years Baalus thought about the
Reverend and the birth of the mind, who admired several parts, and then quietly thought: Buddha is a great enlightenment and the most fulfilling mind. If she was still there, then after my mother died, pretending to be here to ask Buddha, she'd know where she was born. Then St. Patrick's Day is the first
of its last Baalus long cried and admired the charm of Polsh. All of a sudden, she heard in the air and said, Hey, Holy woman crying, don't be too tragic! I'il show you where. Born of your mother. Ever since my mother died, I've thought of it day and night, but I don't know where to ask where my mother
was born. In the meantime, in the air was the voice that spoke to the Holy Woman: I am the Buddha of the past, the Buddha of the flower of self-enlightenment in The Tattoo, which you overeat. Because I miss you more than regular beings, I'm coming to tell you. When she heard the voice, St. Peter's day
was heard. Baalus jumped up and down and hurt the joints of her limbs; Those who were next to her immediately lifted the Holy Woman. A long time later, she woke up and she wasn't anywhere and said, Please, please tell me where your mother was born. Now my body is dying. And the enlightenment
of flowers at King Tath lai told the holy goose: After the gift of gifts, go home quickly and sit upright and think of my address, and you will know where your mother was born. As she missed her mother, Svetica sat upright and took away the title of Enlightenment Cveta samouki in King Nhu Lai. After
spending the day and night, she suddenly found herself on the beach. The water in the sea was boiling and there were a lot of iron animals. They flew back and forth and ran at sea. She saw hundreds of thousands of men and women floating in the sea eating wild beasts. You see a devil rubbing with
different shapes. Or lots of arms, lots of legs, multiple heads, lots of eyes, a key to your mouth out, sharp as swords. They seduce sins near the beast, or they grab and break their heads and twist their heads into all kinds of generals who dare not watch for long. In the meantime, St. Patrick's Day is being
used as a place of work. Baalus, because of her buddha's rectcuses, was not afraid, of course. And there was a demon king who went to the name of Venom, bent his head and said, Goodness, Bodhisattva! What's the preconceptive lye for coming here?' St. Baalus asked the demon: Where is it? He
replied: 'This place is Dai Thiet Vi Gora, west of the nightmare. Most. The saint asked, I heard there was hell on Mount Thiet Vi, is it true?. There's hell. The saint asked me how to get to hell now. If it wasn't for the power of the gods, it would be karma, he replied. Besides these two things, there's no other
way to get there. The Holy Lady asked: What causes and conditions are the waters boiling here and there are many sinners and beasts like this?. He replied: 'These are the creatures who committed evil in The Matches who have just died. Because it took more than 49 days that no one was able to do
credit, to save their suffering, and at birth, they did nothing good, so now, follow karmi and feel hell. Of course, they have to go through this sea first. To the east of this, 100,000 to weeks is the sea again. There's more to this than a lot of this stuff. There's another sea east of the nightmare. There is even
more dominance. It's because of the evil causes of the three karms they feel and they call it the sea of karma, this is the place!' A holy woman asks the evil king: 'Where's the devil?' He replied: There's hell in these three nightmares. Hundreds of thousands, every jail is different. As far as hell is concerned,
there are 18 of them, the next one has 500, all very miserable and mean. The next step is thousands of hundreds and also endless suffering. Holy Nun asked the Demon King: My mother died recently, but I don't know where her spirit went. The Demon King asked the holy woman: What was Mother
Bodhisattva like when she was alive? Holy Nun replied: My mother was evil, lousy three jewels. Or at some point, and then there was no respect. Even though I just died here, I still don't know where she was born?' What's their name? asked Mother Bodhisattva. Holy Nun replied: My father and mother
are from Baalmed's ranks. My dad's name is Thi-la Thien Show, and my mom's got Browse. He hugged him and said to Bodhisattvi, Please go back to your country and don't remember being attached. Three days have ela) I heard it was because of you. for the mother's blessings and offerings to the
Temple of the Enlightenment of the Buddha Flower in Wang Nhu Lai. It's not just mother Bodhisattva who broke free from hell, but she's also an innocent sinner in peace that day and throws in fellow passengers. When he finished his speech, the demon king put his hands up and then fit back in. Saint
Baalmen was awake, clearly aware of what had happened, and was in front of the statues of the Tower of enlightened Buddha in King Metho lai and vowed: From now until future life, I vow to the sinners who suffer and use all means to free them all. The Buddha told Mr. Van-vengeance-loi: The demonic
king of that time, now it was Bodhisattva talent; And St. Baalus, now Tibet Bodhisattva. 2/. In the meantime, the division of Bodhisattva Tibet to hell in hundreds of thousands of unautable, ineligious, ineligious, impossible, impossible, countless worlds of A-goers that have gathered in the Daa loi Palace.
Due to the forces of Tatho hybrids, each of their creatures and thousands of on-to-tha eye creatures have been liberated from their karma, and all carry incense flowers at Buddha's offerings. These creatures have been circling the circle of birth and death since ancient times and have suffered in hem
without pause. Thanks to the extensive compassion and deep vows of Tibet, Bodhisatttva has every consequence. Their hearts rejoiced when they arrived at the Dalai Lama's heavens and admired The Half-Hearted, eyes that refused to let them see. In the meantime, the Lord raised his golden hand to
the top of Bodhisattva Bodhisattva's body, which came from hundreds of thousands of bases, unrelenting, impossible, impossible, endlessly growing worlds and said, Yes i myself u evil the world was u year cult of the bica, um im surrender, surrender evil. But in 10, we're still tracking the evil gas. We also
share hundreds of thousands of body breasts and use all kinds of means. The ones who are good and smart when they hear the merits. which has a good cause and effect should be advised to achieve. Those with a scary nature have to learn a long way to return. Those who have deep karm don't
respect it. We separate ourselves from such creatures, each of which is different. Or a male incarnation. Or a woman's heroine. Or the heerness of the sky and the dragon. Or a demonic incarnation. – Or the incarnation of mountains, rivers, delt, rivers, streams, delnatures that benefit people and cause all
escapes. Or heavenly incarnations. Or the embodiment of Pham Vuong. – Or inkarnity resident. Or the king's incarnation. - Or the ainderity. - Or the power of God. Or emcare Bhikshuni, Bhikshuni, Presotho, Superior. Until the body of Thanh Van, Arhat, Bich chi-Buddha and Bodhisattva was insoud, it
wasn't just the unique Buddha who appeared before them. He noticed how many lives I had experienced to save the creatures from such suffering and hard-to-be. Those who have not been restored, depending on karma, respond to the consequences. If they're in a lot of pain, don't forget to think about
me. Now in the heavenly palace of Da-Loi, you graciously wish: to make living creatures in this-grandiest world, from here to the Maimings appear, liberate them, permanently abandon yingches, and meet the Buddha. Back then, all the divisions of Tibetan Bodhisattvas in the holy united into one form,
tears of mercy and the White Buddha said: From ancient times to now I have asked Buddha to continue to be a force unable to think and full of wisdom. My body has disappeared through hundreds of thousands of people all over the world. Hundreds of thousands of relatives appear in every world. Each
body embodies hundreds of thousands of people's memories, causing them to care for three gems, to be forever separated from birth and death, and to achieve nirvana joy. Those creatures that are in the BuddhaDhah, even if they work well only with hair, a drop of water, a grain of sand, a speci grain of
dust, or as small as a flue, will gradually escape and benefit them a lot. Pray to the Sun, not for evil creatures. take care of the next life. And so he was with buddha three times. Pray to the Sun that you don't care about the evil creatures of the next generation. During this time, buddha praised Tibet
Bodhisattva: Goodness, goodness! I will support what you are happy to do so that you can fulfill the extensive vows that have been played out in the past. When the promotion of living things was complete, he ate Bodhi. 3/. During this time, Mother Mary Ma-da summoned her hands and asked Tibetan
Bodhisattva: Holy man! Living creatures in Yanzhou create other karma and reeds how it works? He said: There is hell in thousands of holy and nations, or hell, or there are no women, or women, or Buddha Dharmas, or Buddha dharmas, as well as Thanh Van and Bich-chi-Buddha. So the crime of
reporting in hell is not the same. Lady Mary told Bodhisattva: Now I want to hear about the sin of reporting on the yanzhou of the people. The Tibetan replied: Holy Mother! Listen and take it, I'll talk about it. Mother Buddha said, May the Holy Spirit say that! At the time, Bodhisattva Tibetan told the Holy
Mother: The title of the sins of southern matches is this: If any living being is unmoved for their parents or even killed, they will fall into the furnace for thousands of lives without a mandate. If anyone bleeds from Buddha's body, destroys the Three Jewels, or worships Sutra, they will fall into the furnace for
thousands of lives without expression. If any living things incur, harming the Common Pillar, shaming monks and nuns, or love of lust in Old Lam, or killing or harming, such people will fall into the cockroach furnace until thousands of lives have any expression. If any living being pretends to be a Disciple,
but the mind is not Satan, destroys, abuses a pillar, lie lies, break the rules, or create all kinds of evil karma, such people will fall into the furnaces without expression. If any living creature steals property, rice food and water, clothes of a standing Tsonga, until things that don't come fall into the cockroach's
hell, until thousands of thousands of lives have the expression to come out. The Tibetan said, Holy Mother! If any living thing commits such sins, it will fall into the year of baking and let us overtake the pain in one mind. The lady was a white woman with Tibet Bodhisattva who said, Why is it called
cockroach-free hell? The Tibetan said, Holy Mother! There are hell in the Great Mountains. The Great Hell is 18. The next step is 500. Every jail has its own address. The next step has a thousand. The name is different. And Inferno is in a town with a 130,000-mile periphery. It's all iron and 10,000 miles
high. There's a fire in town, no open space. In this town, the jails are connected, and the addresses are different. There's only one jail without cockroaches. This periphery is 18,000 miles away. The wall is 1,000 miles high and it's all made of iron. Fire from above shoots down, fire at the bottom rises.
There are iron snakes on the wall and iron dogs speking fire, chasing running back and forth. There's a bed in the jail 10,000 miles wide. The sinner finds himself in bed. Thousands of people who are guilty also go to bed. Karma has to be reported as this. There are sinners who suffer the suffering of
hundreds of thousands of demons and demons, mouths like swords, eyes like lightning, and use honeyed nails to pull the sinner. There is a demon with a large iron trigger that pierces the body of a sinner, or strikes the mouth of the nose, or strikes the stomach of the back. Then they blow the sinner in the
air and then use the trigger, or leave them in bed. The Iron Falcon ate the eyes of the sinner. There's an iron snake that's sning the sinner. Limbs and all joints are sealed with long nails. They pulled their tongue out to make the eagles. The intestines were cut and cut off. They cooked their mouths with
copper-baked water. The whole body is wrapped in hot iron. He dies 100,000 times over and over again. Karma, go through the bullying and don't expect a way out. When one world is broken, it is born through another world. When the world is broken, the order of transmission Other. When the second
method is damaged, rotate the rhyme to send. When this world is revived, he will return. Sin of Cockroach, that's it. There are five compassionate careers called No Cockroaches. How are the years? 1. Day and night to the full number of lives, without interruption, so-called No Cockroaches. 2. The person
is also full of ureas, which many people are full of, so-called No Cockroaches. 3. There are weapons such as indicators, sticks; falcons, snakes, wolves, dogs; pounding, grinding, sawing, carving, chopping, chopping; boiling oil containers, hanging iron drifters, iron wires, iron doners, iron horses; pieces of
raw skin, twisted upside down, hot iron on the body; hunger, swallowing iron tablets; ersy drinking of iron water. All year there are countless on-do-tha lives, in perches, without interruption, so-called No Cockroaches. 4. Regardless of man and woman, all barbarians, young and old, or dragons or gods, or
gods, or demons, as soon as they create karmo, they all have the same feelings of sin, the so-called No Cockroaches. 5. If you fall into this hell, from the beginning to hundreds of thousands of lives, in one day and one night it is many times to die and many times for life, and cannot be taken for the mind.
If karma's not over, she's going to be born. Because of this constant, it's called No Cockroaches. If you're talking about the names of a sinner in hell and torment, you can't say everything in one life. When she heard Mrs. Mary, her sad kindness, her hands, her sacrifices and her retreat. 4/. During this
time, Bodhisattva Mary said, White Lord! I rely on the mighty power of Tathoth lai Buddha to divide this body of hundreds of thousands of people around the world to save all denigrated creatures suffering from karma. If it wasn't for Lai's great words, I wouldn't be able to transform himself like that. Now I
am blessed again of buddha: From here, until the Helpless wins in the Buddha, make all sental beings on six paths escape. Yes, Lord! Don't worry about it. During this time, Buddha told the Tibetan land of Bodhisattva: All creatures that have not yet been liberated are unconscious. I practice evil karm;
focus on improving results. Good work Evil is pre-trial and born to rotate on five paths and without pause. They experienced the same number of lives as dust, delusional misunderstandings, squeezing fins, like fish swimming in nets that washed away by running water. Even though he escaped
temporarily, but trapped in the net again. I'm worried about creatures like that. And when I had it from many lives, I made a strong vow to save those sinners, what are my worries? When he finished the fact that during the conference in Dharma there was a Bodhisattva Man ha-tát named Dinh Su At King,
who told Buddi: White Lord! What vows have bodhisattvas made to this day, which the world has so mercifully praised? Pray to the Sun that it česes. In the meantime, the Sun has told the King in person in Bodhisattva King: Listen, listen and think! I'il tell you the difference. In the past there was a Buddha,
the name of Tathlai's most heavenly achievement, The Sacrifice, the Prophet, the Prophet, Ming Hanh Su, the World's Rounded Master, The Lord, The Sting, The Heavenly Sting, Buddha, the Sun. That Buddha survived 60,000 lives. Without leaving home, he was king of a small country and friend to the
king of a neighboring country. They both co-treated the cross and benefited living beings. But people in the neighbouring country have created a number of evil karma, so the monarchs have proposed finding plans and promoting vehicles. The King prayed: I vow to soon become Buddhism, to save them
all, I will not miss anyone. And the second king called, If I do not give up all the sinners who suffer first, calm them down until I get Bodhi, I vow not to become a Buddha. Buddha told Bodhisattva King: The King wants to become a Buddha soon, this is the Buddha who is most determined to reach the
Tathons. The king who vows to save living things that suffer and have not yet become Buddha is Bodhisattva Tibet. In the past, buddha appeared, which appeared in the past, the title purity of Tathlai Lotus. That Buddha lasted 40 lives. At the time of the Buddha's Dharma, it was Arhat who blessed to save
living things. On a self-trained trip, he met a woman named Quang. food supply. Arhat asked, What do you want to ask? Quang Mama replied: On the day of your mother's death, you cultivated blessings to save the bead, but it is not clear where your mother was born?. The compassionate Arhat should
enter observation, and then he sees that Quang mu's mother has been caught by the beast and suffered major problems. Arhat asked Quang Mu: What did my mother do at the birth of money, and now she must be in an evil way of suffering like this? Quang Med replied: 'My mother's nature just likes fish,
dad and eggs and children of these species. Either fry, or cook, spoiled to eat. If you count these lives, it's thousands of lives. I'm a man! I have to do this to save my mother. The merciful Arhat should use the means to advise Guangu him: I should be obedience to the purity of Konsolta and paint his
image, and the time of living with the dead will be blessed. When Quang Ha finished listening, he removed his beloved items and searched for someone to paint Buddha's image for donation. Suddenly, in the middle of the night, she dreamed of seeing the bright golden body of buddha as big as Mount Tu-
di, exaggerating the light, telling Quang Dou: 'My mother will soon be born in my house and when she knows how to starve from the cold, she can talk.' Then the woman in the house gave birth to a boy, and in less than three days she was able to speak; The child soares on his head and said to Quang
Thu: Birth and death are pre-decisive, self-help. I'm your mother, I was in the dark. I've been in hell since I said goodbye to you. Luckily, thanks to his blessing, he was born to be a human being, and his life was short-lived. When I'm 13, I'm going to have to fall into evil. Do you have a plan to get me out of
here?' When Quang Mama heard the words, she surely knew that her mother had suffocated and said to the children, If I were my mother, what would it be like if I had been a sinner in the past and fallen into such evil?. The nun's child replied: 'Two karms make it kill and destroy the worship, so you have
to report it. If it wasn't for the lifeguard's blessing, This karma hasn't freed me yet. Quang Med asked: What are the crimes reported in hell? The girl's child replied: The more impedily sins of sin speak. Even if it's 100,000 years, it's hard to say. When he heard this, Quang choked back tears and said to
white without saying, May your mother escape from hell forever. When you're 13, you won't have a crime, and you don't have to go through evil. You make a ten-buddy, have mercy, listen to me for your mother and make a big vows. If my mother has permanently stayed away from three things and fabric,
for the rest of her life no longer has to take the body of a woman, then I ask the subjects of the purity of the intercura metho lai, who vows: From today to hundreds of thousands of generations later, whenever there is a world where there are creatures suffering in hell and the Three Evil vows to save the
nap and get them away from hell , places of evil and demons. It was only when these sinners became Buddhas that they became Buddhas, and then I will become the chief enlightenment. When he finished his vows, he heard Ho Chi Minh Lotus and Lai say, Hey, Quang M! I watched your mother when I
was 13, and when she fired the body, she'd be born Baalt and live 100 years. At the end of the report, your mother will be born in the land of country number one. Er, a long life expectancy can't count the number of lives. And then the final achievement of buddha fruit, heaven and people will be as much
as the sand of hang's river. Buddha told Mr Dinh Self-King: Arhat then blessed the virtue of Quang Mu, now it is the infinite Bodhisattva's Will. Mother Guangyin means the liberation of bodhisattva. And Guangyin is Bodhisattva's Authority. Since ancient times in the past, he has had such compassion and
vows as much as the sands of the Ganges to save living things. In future life, if there are men and women who do not commit a good 100,000 lives and make evil claims, do not believe even cause and effect, have lustful malice, say stabbing, say evil words, or destroy the Great Lord, then those living
creatures with such sins will be all evil beasts. But if they meet with knowledge well The Tibetan medicine bodhisattva was, as long as they could, free the sins of three people. If you could take care of, worship, think and exclaim, then use floral skins, costumes, all kinds of treasures, or the food and water
to serve, we would often be in heaven for the next hundred thousand years to enjoy the joy of a wonderful victory. Pretending that blessings are finished and born in the human world often make kings in hundreds of thousands of lives and can remember the causes and causes of the past. Bodhisattvas
have great power and can not think of a table for such good benefit to living beings. Your Bodhisattvas must remember this .m at 10:00. Don't worry, sir. Thousands of Bodhisattva Marys, we can all take refuge in the mighty gods of buddha and say this Sutra in favor of living beings in Matches. When he
was done with the Lord, he held hands with respect, respectfully, and withdrew. During this time, four kings of four kings came from their seats to stand up and chain their hands and say, White World! Bodhisattva Tibet has made such a vow since a long time ago, but why has he not been all about it so far
and has to issue more vows? May the Sun preach to us. Buddha told the four kings, All right, all right! Now I will speak for the great benefit of you and the heavens of the present and future and talk about the resources of Tibetan Bodhisattva in the world of Tamedina in matches; is in compassionate birth
and death to save and save all living things of suffering. We want to hear it. Buddha told the four kings: Bodhisattva Tibet has been fleeing the pneumatics since ancient times. Because the vows are not fulfilled and out of compassion for the living beings who suffer in this world. Again, when I see in
countless lives about the future, karma is constantly endless. Bodhisattva in Ta-She council has made several vows and used hundreds of thousands of funds to turn them on. If Bodhisattva meets the killer, he says he's dead. If you meet a thief, you say the recession is miserable. - If you meet an an
afterthothily, you say you're born a sparrow, a dove, a dove. If you meet bad guys, you say a break is a struggle. – If you are getting to know the detractor, tell me that the dissect is not an avalanche in the mouth. – If you meet someone who is angry, you say that breaks are ugly and disabled. – If you
meet a compressed man, say that resalym is the basis of prayer prayer. – If you meet someone who is in 00 mode, it is said that hunger hurts the neck. – If you meet a hunter indiscriminately, say that the move is crazy if you lose your life. – If you meet a man who is naughty with his parents, he says that
the sky and the earth kill him. - If you meet a man who burns mountains and forests, he says he's crazy to death. – If you meet a cruel parent or stepdaughter, say that the consequences are being entled in the next life. – If you meet a man who catches a baby, he says that recession is the core of di
secessive humiliation. – If you encounter the repeal of the three gems, you will say that the abolition is deaf and stupid. – If you meet someone who despises the French, you say that the break is permanent at the place of malice. – If you encounter a vandal or abuser, you will say that repeated teaching is
reincarnation in hell. – If you meet the disgraced Pham Hanh or slander monks, there is a permanent recession in the breeding place. If you meet someone who burns, slants and kills living things, you say reincarnation is reincarnation. - If you meet male offenders, you say that the recession is born as a
hungry animal. – If you are met with the relentless destruction of devices, say that termination is necessary for deprivation. – If you encounter a high-rise sewer, it is said that the stela is born as a deacon that is wrong. – If you meet someone who says he will stab a fight, say that the inerting is not a
language or hundreds of tongues. – If you meet a deviant, you say that he is truly informed that you were born at the border. Bad habits from karma, meals and ideas of living beings in Matches form hundreds of thousands of such responses. Now I'm just saying a little bit. Because of the karma of living
beings in The Match, bodhisattvas must use hundreds of thousands of resources to learn. First, these creatures will receive such force. Then they went to hell and went through countless lives without looking out. Therefore, the Protect the nation and do not let karma fascinate living creatures. When they
heard, the four kings shed tears of regret, put their hands up and gave up. The end of Tibetan Bodhisattva's Book of Bodhisattva Vows in translation: Vu-dien Three Tibetans Samen Real-Nan-da Tang Viet translation: Home Bodhisattvas from Favored Kingdom-Principe of Sedu 5/. Heading to hell at this
time, Bodhisattva Bodhisattva Said this bodhisattva Tibetan: Be false! Let him talk about the title of hell, the place of death and the evil creatures that suffer in the world of Ta-ona and Zhou Yanzhou, which causes these reeds to be learned in dharma-final beings. The Tibetan replied: Hypothetically! Now I
rely on the power of the Buddha and the power of the Master to speak of the title of hell and the sins and evil newspapers of it. Hypothetical! To the east in Yanyi is an iron mountain called the Iron Mountain. This mountain is black, the sun and the moon can't come. One of the greatest inferiority is the
Cockroach of Infinity. The devil's hell is called The Great Nobody. There's a hell called the Four Horns. The rocket is called a devil. Another hell is called Mount Pressing. The devil's thing is called Wounded Stab. There's a hell called Iron Bull. There's a hell called the Hugging Column. There's another hell
called Pluging Tongue. Another hell is called Beheading. It's a hell of a name for Sting. Hell is called Eat the Eye. Hell is called the Iron Axe. The Tibetans continued: 'Hypothetically! There's been a lot of hell in the Tiet Vi mountains. There are more: - Crying hell, - Hell draws tongues, - Hell Man man and
water - Hell Locked Bronze, - Hell Elephant Fire, - Hell Fire Dog, - Hell Horse Fire, - Hell Buffalo Fire, - Hell Hell, - Hell Stone Fire, - Hell Bed Fire, - Hell Flank Fire Column, - Hell Falcon Fire, - Hell Falcon Fire, - Hell Skinned, - Hell Skinned, - Hell Drink Blood, - Hell Burned Hands, - Hell Burned Feet Hell
Hangs Back, Hell's Room Fire, Hell Room Iron Snail, Hell Wolf Fire. Such hells have in each of these hell small hell, or one or two, or three or four, to hundreds of thousands; Each of them is not the same. All of this is caused by creatures in South Yanyi who do evil and feel karmo. Karma is huge,
comparable to Mount Tu-di, as deep as the sea, and can disrupt the Holy Path. Thus, living things must not despise a small evil and think of flawlessness. After death, they really noticed, even a small trench had to be taken. Even your father's body is the same, they're all different. Even if it matches, no
one will. Now I rely on Buddha's power to say the sins of hell. Pray that the hypotheses will listen to him temporarily. I've known the sin of reporting in three people for a long time, Prusia replied. I hope that the hypotheses will speak out that all evil creatures will later be brought to Dharma Ending Life
when they hear the teachings of false beings and take care of buddha. The Tibetan said, Hypothetically! As for the sin of reporting in hell, it's like this: - Or hell is pulling the sinner's tongue to make buffalo eagles on them. Or it could be hell to cut off the hearts of a sinner to feed the devil. – Or it is hell
using a container of boiling oil to cook the body of the sinner. – Or hell burns red burning bronze pillars to capture the sinners' embrace. Or it's a devil's fire that burns a sinner. Or maybe hell's full of cold ice insurance. Or maybe it's hell with endless amounts of effluent and urine. Or it's hell, it's all about
flying with a sharp iron mace. - Or it's hell, it's all fire. Or hell's hitting your chest and your back. - Or maybe hell is just Limbs. Or maybe it's hell with iron snakes pressed around. Or it's a hell of a dog hunt. Or it's hell pulling the mula with the iron. Hypothetical! Such sins, in every prison there are hundreds
of thousands of instruments created by karma. If it's not copper, it's iron, stone or fire. These four types of gases are caused by karma. If you are talking about the sins declared in hell, there are hundreds of thousands of suffering in every hell, and there are many more. Now I ask the supremacy of
buddhas and human beings to ask to comb. If you talk about it, you're not going to end up in life. 6/. Tathon Lai Tac Murmur, during this time, the entire body of the Sun overreacted with light and turned hundreds of thousands of memories of He ha sa world Buddhas. He is once again loudly shouting i talk
to the world of Budasa i all Bodhisattvas i angels i demons, people i u humanity: Listen, yes himself praise Tibetan Bodhisattva Whoath has shown great force i nesaglasje u ten worlds how to get rid of we are the sentiest of the bića suffering. When I was killed, your Bodhisattvas and angels and dragons
use the great means that protect this Kinh to make all living things happy. When we finished by saying that at the conference in Dharma there was a Bodhisattva named Prusia, with respect and white Buddha, saying: Now we see that the Sun praises the Tibetans of Bodhisattva, and there is a great god
who cannot come up with this. Praying to the Sun for creatures in the next generation to talk about the causes and conditions that benefit heaven and earth, to worship and teach Buddha to the eight dragons and living beings. In the meantime, the Sun told Prussia and his four students: Listen, listen! I will
speak on behalf of your blessings, which benefit the heavens of Bodhisattva heaven. Mr Prussia said: Yes, Lord! We want to hear it. Buddha said to Prussia: In future life, if there is any good man and woman to hear the title Bodhisattva Bodhisattva, or to hug him, to call him to honor him, or to be attached
and to love him, he will be transcendence 30 Guilt. This Universal Market! If there is any good man and woman, or paint an image, or use stones, paint glue, gold and silver, and create an image of this Bodhisattva, then once admired and once prostroptized, will be born 100 times in the sky three thirteen
and forever not in the place of malice. Pretending that blessing is over, even if he is born in the human world, will be king and will not lose great benefit. If every woman is dull and committed offers drawings of Tibetan Bodhisattvas and statues of rocks, glue paints, iron copper, or other materials. Day by
day, they always use floral fragrances, food and water, costumes, silk kis, corolla, money, treasures and other things to make a quote. When this good woman took all this body, hundreds of thousands of lives are not born into the world of women at all. In case you have to take it. Unless, out of
compassion, you want to take a woman's body to save living things. Thanks to the blessing of the sacrifice to Tibet and the merits and power of hundreds of thousands of lives, they no longer have the body of a woman. One more time, Prusia! If any woman is sick with an ugly body with many diseases, as
she can before the statues of Tibet, then the mind admires and honors for about a meal time. He will be born in 100,000 lives with General Konsummation. Since this ugly woman does not bore single relatives, hundreds of thousands of memories are often born as princesses, until the princess, daughter
of the vein has great prestige, or the daughter of a false chief and has a general fullness. For the sake of survival tibetan Bodhisattvas are so blessed. One more time, Prusia! If there is a good man and a good woman who can face bodhisattvin subjects who rise to music, sing or excite and offer flowers to
advise one person or many of them to do so, such people in the present life and the future will usually be protected by hundreds of thousands of demons day and night and do not allow evil things to come into that person's ears. The situation is that disasters are self-accepting. One more time, Prusia! In
future life, if there are evil people and evil demons who feel good good men and women who care for, revely give gifts, exclaim and study the image of Tibet's Bodhisattva, who gives birth to false hearts, stuns and claims that he has no merit or benefit. Either smile, or be sarcastic in front of you, talk
slanderous behind your back, or tell a group of critics, or a stunned person, to give birth to them. Because of the intoxicating crimes of such people, even though 1,000 Buddhas have been destroyed in the lives of the Kaduls, they are still in Hell Without Cockroaches to carry the ultimate sin. At the end of
this life, he's going to be born the devil. Another 1,000 lives were born. It's going to take another 1,000 lives to make love. Although the human body is poor and humble, the dwellings are imperfect, many evil karma come to surround the mind and soon fall into the evil path. That's why, Prusia! Those who
disparied the offer are guilty of such a crime. The situation is that other destructive evil ants are being carried out. One more time, Prusia! In future life, if every man and woman stays paralyzed forever on a pillow, it's impossible to die when they want to die. Or at night, do I dream of seeing a hell of a
famous family? Or walk down the street. Or he fell asleep several times when he was beaten by a ball. Or play with the devil. As the days passed, they became dhoy, and in their sleep, unhappy, unhappy hearts cried. This is the time when karma discusses the trial and still un decide whether it is heavy or
light, so it's hard to die and not about the cure. Men and women should be clear about this. In this case you should object only to the topics buddhas and Bodhisattvas and read this Sutra one variable aloud. Or take the items of your favorite sick person, or clothes, treasures, gardens, houses, and then
face the sick and say: My name is . . . Today, he will face the experience of releasing items for this patient. You can offer sutras or create pictures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, or build pagodas, or light oil lamps, or donating heads. Pretend that the consciousness has broken and the person's eyes have
stop. from one day, two days, three days, four days and up to seven days continues the loud and loud misused Bible. After he dies together, they will forever release the fate and severity of their previous life, including five innocent sins, and live wherever they know the story of the past. In case there are
good men and women who write this cation themselves, or others write it down, or paint themselves an image of Bodhisattva until they ask others to paint, the benefits will be to enjoy everything immensely. That's why, Prusia! If you see someone repeating this Bible until you just call it up, or worship it,
you should use hundreds of thousands of resources to encourage them to be committed and not rotten. In the present same future, thousands of unflined virtues will be able to. One more time, Prusia! In future life, if living things dream or fall asleep, they see demons of various forms, whether they are
sad, weeping, or sad, or grieving, or scared or scared. These are all parents, siblings, spouses, children and relatives from life, ten generations, hundreds of generations or thousands of generations in the past, they are now in the beast and have not yet been released. Because there is no place to seek
the blessing of solving the potion, they tell their loved ones in the past, hoping to use the means to help escape the wrong way. This Universal Market! Use the force to make their charms belong to the temams buddhas and Bodhisattvas, read yourself Sutras, or ask the reader, three variables or seven
variables. When this Kinh is finished with the above variables, such evil relatives will be freed. They won't see it in their dreams or their sleep again. One more time, Prusia! In future life, if anyone belongs to the lower hand, or the corpse of a slave, to those who have lost their freedom but are waking up to
know the poor, created in a previous life and praying for the devotion. Then they examined the image of Bodhisattva Tibet, and from one day to seven days, they re-reeded Bodhisattva's title. At full 10,000 When they run out of this body, these people will often be born into a noble generation in the next
thousand generations and no longer have to experience the suffering of three great paths. One more time, Prusia! In future life in Match-suits, if the line is close, baal, chief, live, and all other races and races, such as anyone who will give birth to a son or daughter, in the previous seven days should
abolish this callless recry and abolish bodhisattva title all 10,000 variables. At the time of these babies or men or women, if the consequences of previous accidents had been, they would have been liberated, happier, easy to feed and life expectancy had grown. If you are born with blessings, time will
increase peace and longevity. One more time, Prusia! In each lunar month on days: day 1, eighth, fourteen, full moon, eighteen, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-four, twenty-nine and thirty. These are the days of poor practice and the easy assessment of living things. Every gesture of being in Nam Pluto
doesn't name karma, it's not without sin. The situation is that killing, theft, preastention, echoes and hundreds of thousands of other crimes are released. In future life, if any creature had been subjected once in ten days to bodhisattva buddhi and the holy spirit to read this Sutra in one turn, northeast, in
100 to weeks, I would not have had accidents. In the present life of the same future, those who, whether old or young, will escape evil forever for hundreds of thousands of years. If you can read this Bible every day for ten days, then the people in the house will not have the composure and the disease,



and they will wear them and leave them with fake food. That's why, Prusia! You should know that Tibet has an inability to persuade hundreds of thousands of powerful and powerful people to do so. Living creatures in Yanzhou have great causes and conditions with this doctor. If these creatures hear the
title of bodhisattva and see the image of Bodhisattva until they hear only three words, five words, or in that faith or vers, they will now enjoy the joy of a wonderful victory. In hundreds of thousands of future generations, they will always be decent and born into Valuable. By the time prussian Bodhisattva
heard Tathnglai Buddha praise Bodhisattva Tibetan, the kleknite, biceps and white Buddha said: White Sun! I've known for a long time that this doctor had power and big vows that couldn't be thought of. But since you want future beings to know these benefits, ask Methoth. Obey, respect and maintain.
White Sun! What is the name of this Bible and how do we communicate it? Buddha told Mr Prussia: This sutra has three addresses. The first name is the Tibetan Vow; also known as Tibetan virtue; and also known as tibetan enticing power. Since this Bodhisattva has made great vows to benefit living
things from time to time, you must follow your father's wishes. When he finished listening, prussian Quang put his hands in honor, respectfully, and withdrew. 7/. The Benefit of the Living and the Lost At that time the Bodhisattva Bodhisattva Man-ha-slaps the White Buddha: White Lord! I see living
creatures in Yanzhou who move their minds, not just sins. They give up the good benefits they have, and most of them are rooing their original desires. If you run into evil situations, your mind will grow. These categories are like walking through mud, but also carrying heavy stones. Every step of the way is
more miserable and deeper. If they learn good knowledge, they will be relieved or taken away. Because a good man has the power. He helped again and advised him to stand still. If these people get to the plane, they have to wake up on a dangerous road and they'll never go there again. White Sun! The
evil habits of living beings start from a small lamb and then they come into the air. When living things with such temperaments die together, parents and their belongings in their good will should create a blessing to help the plan that awaits them. Either hang and light oil lamps, or transfer to Sutras, or give
the offerings of Buddha statues and statues of saints to extract the titles of Buddha, Bodhisattvas and Bich-chi-buddhas and that each address falls into the atrium of the common person or as a place of remembrance. The evil karma they created. If they follow the reasers of their feelings, everyone must
be evil. But because of the charms of those who are common, such sins are eliminated. After they have died, if many good things can be re-cultivated within 49 days for them, it is possible that these creatures are forever away from the city of evil and are born in human heaven to enjoy the joy of a
wonderful victory; current relatives also have irreversible benefits. That is why I am now confronted by the Sun buddha and the eight-year-old heavenly dragon, who, and in mankind, has advised living beings in Yanyi-fu: On the day of death, be careful, do not kill or cause evil, nor worship demons, ask for
demonic color. Why is that? Because murders to this cult cannot benefit the lost, but only to predetermined sins and turn into more profound. Let's say that in the future or present life they have a sacred fruit and will be born in human heaven, but because of the time of death, relatives cause them to cause
evil, so they also lead to the interplay of life together and the suffering of accidents. They have to make excuses themselves and be slow to get to a good place. If you're the one who's going to die together, you've never had a good time. They follow karm and fall into the beast. The goods belong to the
person who enhances their karmo. It's as if a neighbor has put more than 100 pounds of weight on a person who carries a far away and that person has been starving for up to three days. If they wear more stuff, it will turn into heavy and more miserable. White Sun! I observe living creatures in Yanzhou,
even in learning buddhas, who do only good work with hair, a drop of water, grains of sand, or a little dust, and will benefit themselves. When he said that, the fake leader, Dai Chi minh, was at the conference. This phony chief has been unborn for a long time. Because of the chemistry of living things in
ten ways, there's a fake head present. He chained his hands and asked Bodhisattva, he said. After living a creature Of Us Yan-matched a common life, if their things are big and small they deserve for people, or create good people, then this dead person great benefits and liberation? The Tibetan replied:
Hey, fake chief! Now I rely on Buddha's power to talk about it for all living things in the present and future. Hey, fake boss! Admiring creatures who are present in the same future, on the day of their death, hear the title buddha, the title Bodhisattva or the title Bich chi-buddha, whether they are guilty or
innocent, they are all excommunicated. If any man or woman has not cultivated well in life, but has also created many sins, and after living together, great and small relatives bring them to their advantage, then they are all saints, the dead part of the seven parts of merit, and the six parts belong to the
living who are currently rehearsing. Therefore, when good men and women hear the last words in the present and future, trying to cultivate, time will enjoy all the credit. The great demon will be here in vain soon. The spirit is mute, it is not clear whether sin or blessing. Forty-nine days is as naïve as
deafness, or they are in the seat to argue about karmi. At the end of the evaluation, he will follow karmi and give birth. Although we don't know what it's like, it's been 100,000 times sad. In this case, they're stuck in evil places. These ordinary people who were not born are in their 99s always looking for
sensuality to cultivate blessings in order to save the tinge. When that day's over, he's going to take his karm and get really on it. If you're a sinner, you must go through hundreds of thousands of years without a day of liberation. And if you are a person who committed five sins without cockroaches, you will
go to hell to suffer the suffering of thousands of lives. Again, fake boss! After living creatures together cause such karm, the sensuality of relatives sets up a vegetarian ceremony to help their karmi. Do not oversud rice water or put the vegetables on the floor before the vegetarian feast is finished or during
preparation. Do not eat first. If food violations occur or producers are not paved, then this ordinary person will be completely unsympathe likely to be completely unsympathe. If they can be careful and clean when deating food And monks, the time of living together will be part of seven parts of merit. So,
fake boss! In Yanzhou, by their parents, or until their belongings die, if they can give gifts and make out with their hearts, then such people who live the lost will benefit. When he finished this, Heavenly Daa loi had thousands of demonic memories in Yanzhou that developed a mystical bodhisatt's mind.
Boss, I'm going to celebrate and step back. 8/. During this time, in the mountains of Thien Vi, there were countless demons and Yan Tianxian who came to Buddha's place in heaven. They are: - Evil demon king, - More demon king, - great demon king, - white tiger demon king, - demonic king, - demon
king, - demon king, - demon king, - demon king, - The Demon King, - Devil's Palace, - The Demon King, - Demon King Eye, - Demon King Master, - The Demon King, - The Demon King, - The Demon King, - The Devil King, - The Devil's Three Demons, - The Demon King, - The Five Demon Kings, - The
Demon King Ky loi-rub, Dai Ky-loi-rub Wang, A-na-Vuong and such demons. Each of you, along with hundreds of thousands of demonic kings, resides throughout Yanya, which has its own function and has its own autonomy. These demons and Yan Tian zi, the gods of Buddha and the power of
Bodhisattva Bodhisatt's Earth, all went to heaven and stood by. During this time, Yan-la Thien Tu, kneeling and holding hands with the White Buddha, said, White World! We and the demons of Buddha power and power Bodhisattva Bodhisattva Earth can come to Dahying Heaven at this conference. We
will also benefit from this reason. Now I doubt I'm looking forward to hearing the Sun. May the sun speak compassion. Buddha told Yan not to say to Yan: Ask. I'il do it. clear to him. That's when Yan la Thien here celebrated the feast of the sun and looked into Tibet Bodhisattva, and then the White Buddha
said, White World! I see Tibet's bodhisattva in six thousand means to deal with the suffering of living beings, not from fatigue. This bodhisattva has such an inability to think. But why have all the creatures just escaped from the sins of reporting and soon fall on an evil path? White Sun! The Tibetans of this
Bodhisattve had such an unasuthed force. Why don't the trail creatures follow and stay on track to be liberated forever? May the Sun preach to me. Buddha told Yanyi Thien Tuju: 'The creatures of the Southern games have a sawn-off mind that is hard to run. This bodhisattva was constantly saving such
creatures in hundreds of thousands of lives, causing them to be freed soon. Those who sinned until they were eated into the great beasts, bodhisattvas also used the means to eliminate pre-650s and force them to confess things from a previous life. But this speech, which was here, is deeply rooted in a
fractured temperament and has just come back from here, so it took Bodhisatt's job for a long time to get away. For example, someone forgot their home and got lost on a dangerous path. Along the way, there were many demons rubbing with wolf tigers, lions, venomous snakes and scorpions. This lost
man was in danger, and he soon came across these poisons. But if there's a Good Knowledge who knows many spells, the wise frustration of such poisonous things, including the devil and other evil species, suddenly meets a lost man who wants to get in, then he quickly says, 'Hey, man! What's the
prejudicial way? Do you have any weird magic that can restore malicious things? This lost person suddenly heard the words to know that the road was dangerous, so he immediately gave himself away and prayed from it. This man of good knowledge took his hand and drove them out of the way, escaped
evil things to get to the good and made them happy and then said, Be lost! Don't walk down this road from now on. Whoever comes in is hard to get away with, it's life-threatening. this lost way creates gratitude. When he wanted to say goodbye, the man of good knowledge added: If you meet relatives
and other road users, or men or women, tell them that this path has many evil things, and then you will lose your nature. Keep them from dying. In the same way, Tibet, filled with great compassion, always saves living creatures from suffering, causing them to be born in human heaven to enjoy wonderful
joy. When the sinners find out about the misery of karma, when they get out, they'll never come back. They're like lost people. When they meet Good Knowledge, they take them and they will never go into it again. When they see someone else, they advise not to come in and say, I used to get lost in it.
He's out now, so he's never going back in. If we get involved, we get lost, and we still don't know that it's a dangerous journey that we've lost, or we may have lost our lives. Bodhisattvas use their power to free them and give birth in human heaven, but they fall again. If the karma is uptight, they'll be in hell
forever and they'll never get away with it. During this time, the evil demon king had reverent hands, and the White Buddha said, White World! Our demon king is in Yanyi, an infinite majority. Whether it's good people or hurting people, each is different. Because of the karma we belong to traveling the
world, doing evil is too much to do too much good. But if we go through everyone's yard or village town, the garden dispensary, or any man and woman who cultivate goodness with hair until we hang only a gut or poodle, use a little floral flavor to donate buddha statues and statues of Bodhisattvasa Or
pass it into Sutra, light incense, make erse or a verse, then our demons worship this person like Budas from the past , present and future. We sent powerful demons and earthly gods. protect them, causes evil, evil or unexpected diseases until they are unsymovable nor closer to the house and
surrounding places. Buddha praised the king of the demon, saying, Goodness, goodness! If you and King Yan la can support such good men and women, I will also tell Pham Vuong and the Emperor to protect you. When he said that, the demon king was in the Dharma Conference called the Lord of Life
and said to Budi: White World! Because of the prejudice of karma, I now own the lives of the people of Yanyi. When you're born, when you're dead, you own it. My vows are very useful, but creatures that don't consult me should make them unsouth when they are born and die. Why is that? People in The
Races, whether they are male or female, or close to birth, need to do just good to add benefits to their homes. Nature will therefore make the earthly gods extremely happy, but support for mother and child is happier, and relatives also benefit. Or when you're born, be careful not to kill, to get the freshness
that's guaranteed to the maternity hospital, to the same group of relatives who belong to the drink, eat meat, sing and make loud music. Because both mother and child can be at peace. Why is that? Because at this difficult birth, there are countless demons and demons who want to eat fish blood. You
soon sent the gods of the house to protect mother and child to make them happy and useful. These people, when they see peace, we should bless together to repay the earthly gods. If, on the contrary, they kill and collect, then as long as the accident of time has to take its own life, mother and child will
harm. Once again, when the people of Yanyi die together, whether it's good or evil, I don't want to let this ordinary person get lost in a wicked way. In case it grows, it increases my power. Hundreds of thousands of demons are in malice, or parents, to relatives and lead the dead to evil. How much more is
the one who created evil? White Sun! Male deaths When death occurred, the gods were in a coma, I can't see the difference between good and evil, and their eyes and ears can't hear anything anymore. Their belongings should be given to offer a lot, read Sutre to learn about the titles Budas and
Bodhisattvas. Such good conditions can cause the dead to leave the evil way, and everyone must regress. White Sun! All creatures, when they die together, if they hear the title of the Buddha, the title bodhisattva, or verse or verse in the great wall of Sutra, the time when I observe his class, except for the
five innocence and murders, and the little evil karma worthy of the beast, will be vanithed. Buddha told the king's life: At the time of birth and death, he was able to make such vows to save living things. In future life, if any man and woman reaches the time of birth and death, remember this vow and make
them free for ever peace. The Demon King of Buddha said, Please don't worry! I've spent my whole life saying I support living things in Yanzhou, to make them happy at birth and death. I just hope that at the time of death, the entuous beings will believe in my words, no one is free and has great benefit.
During this time, Buddha told Tibetan Bodhisattva: This great demonic king of life has survived hundreds of thousands of generations as a great demon king and is in life and death, supporting living beings. The vow of compassion embodies this doctor as the great demon king, not the real devil. In the
next 170 lives, he would become the Buddha he captured as General Tatha lai. Life of the world is long, and buddha cannot count the number of lives. Visceral! There is no limit to the amount of people who have fled. 9/. During this time, tibetan Bodhisattva Bodhisattva Man ha-slapped the White Buddha,
saying: White Lord! I want to tell them the good things that are done for them at the time of death. Pray to the Sun to listen to me. Buddha told Tibetan Bodhisattva: Start compassion and want to save all living things that suffer in six directors and talk about things that cannot be discussed. Now it's time to
talk. I'm going to go to Nirvana, and soon you'll be fulfilling that vow. As such, I will no longer have to worry about all living things in the present and the future. In the past, there was a Buddha that appeared as Infinite Tatothothed. If any man and woman hear the title of this Buddha and give birth
temporarily, they will cross 40 lives of death and death. The situation is painting the image and offering the ink. He will be blessed endlessly. In the past, Buddhas has appeared, the title of Bao Tath, which lai. If any man and woman hear the title of this Buddha, and only in a moment of nail ability to
develop a mind that they can take care of, it will no longer rot in the path of the Noble Way. In the past, buddha appeared, catching the title Hong Lien Thang Tath lai. If any man or woman hears this Buddha address at first sight, he will be born 1,000 times in six worlds of desire. In this case, it's a
confession. In the impossible past, there was a Buddha who looked like the Tathalo Lions. If any man or woman hears the title of this Buddha and takes only one inhalation, she will be met by countless Buddhas who rub their sign. In the past, the Buddha, who appeared, was a verse-liu-respecting
Buddha. If anyone is a man and a woman heard the address of this Buddha and is considering whether to aplavd, he was at the Dharma Conference 1,000 Buddhas in Sage Life will be the great Pham Thien Vuong and will be signed. In the past, the Buddha appeared, and the title was Bhiksh in the past.
If any man and woman hear the title of this Buddha, they will never fall in an evil way, they are often born in human heaven and enjoy the joy of victory and wonder. In the past, the Buddha appeared, the title is Bao Thang Tath lai. If any man and woman hear the title of this Buddha, they will never fall into
evil. often born in heaven, and enjoy the joy of a wonderful victory. In the past, a Buddha appeared, inodming the title Bao Tath lai. If any of the men and women hear the title of this Buddha and is born reverently, this man will soon receive archaism. In the past, there was a Buddha called Caalo Trang
Tath lai. If any man and woman hear the title of the Buddha, they will escape the 100 lives of birth and death. In the past, buddha appeared, the title was Dai Information Son King Tath lai. If anyone hears the title of this Buddha, they will meet hengha, the Buddha, because they preach Dharma and they
will all reach the fruit of Bodhisatt. In the past they were moon buddha, Son Vuong Buddha, Tri Thang Buddha, Pure Name Of Buddha King, Wisdom Achievement Buddha, Noble Buddha, Marvelous Buddha, Manchu Moon Buddha, Moon Face Buddha, and impossible to convince such Buddhas. White
Sun! All the creatures in the present are in the same future, or heaven, or men, or men, or women, as just to extract Buddha's name, whose merit was infinite. In this case, we can make a lot of headlines. These creatures will benefit greatly from themselves during the birth of death and will never be poor
in evil. If the people who will die together are relatives in the house, even if only one person for this disease re-title buddha, then this common person, even five innocent sins and other karma is eliminated. These five toes innocence is extremely serious, even if they go through bullying, they can't get out.
But thanks to the time of living together, others have called them the title buddha, so these sins have been eliminated. In the case of creatures to be recognized, they will be blessed with countless blessings and countless sins. Tibetan Bodhisattva Vows – End of Tibetan Bodhisattva Book of Vows: Vu-dien
Three Tibetans Samen Real-Nan-da From Tang Viet Translation: Home Bodhisattvas from Favored World- Principles Sedu 10/. The dignity of the forehand and the comparison of the Father's merits at this time, the Tibetan Bodhisattva Man-ha-struck Buddha's majesty, from his seat to rise, kneel down
and put her arms around the Buddha White World! You observe living creatures in karmi, and comparisons of giving are difficult and easy. Someone's been blessed all his life. Some have 10 lives of blessings. Or someone who receives great blessings for hundreds of lives or thousands of lives. How's it
going? Pray the sun preaches to me. In the meantime, Buddha told Bodhisattva: I am among all the conferences at Daming Palace who will preach a comparison of merit and canity in Matches. Now listen to me! I'il lecture you. I'm skeptical about that, and I'd like to hear that, he said. Buddha said to Tibet:
In South Yanyi, if there are kings, viers, ministers, false chiefs, great damens, great Baalmen, and those who meet the low impoverished, on hugs, disabled, stupid, deaf, blind eyes, and everything is not so perfect. When great kings and these people want to give, if they can have complete compassion
and humility to laugh, they do their giving or speeches to others to give, speak amiablely and eloquently compassion, then the great kings and these people will be blessed as much as the offerings of 100 Heng ha sa budas. Because monarchs and those people have developed a mind of words for
reasons and conditions for the poor and poor with imperfect housing, so that they could have such a blessed reed. For hundreds of thousands of lives, they will often be completely lost. The situation is clothes, food and things that need to be used. Again, Tibet! I'm enjoying the joy of a wonderful victory. If
you can use the blessings of this altar to reach all living things in the Kingdom of Dharma, the great kings and those who are in ten lives will often be the great Pham Thien King. damaged, broken and able to develop a mind overhaul. Kings and these men have personally nurtured or told others, even
hundreds of thousands of people, to give prejudice to their fathers, the time of kings and those who would often be like rotating kings in the hundreds of thousands of lives. If we could be in front of the Tower of St. John's again and develop our minds, the time of the monarchs and these people would
eventually become Buddhism, because the river was infinite. Again, Tibet! Such blessings would be discussed. In 200 lives, they will become Buddhas and they will never fall into evil. Even in hundreds of thousands of generations, they will never hear the sound of suffering. Again, Tibet! If we can turn
around again, not to mention more or less, we will eventually become Buddhas. Therefore, Tibet! Again, Tibet! Again, Tibet! If you can look back on all living things in real life, this blessing will not set an example. Again, Tibet! or type and then develop respectful kindness, cheers and offers, this time will
be withed infinitely many. If you can look back on all living things in real life, this blessing will not set an example. Again, Tibet! If it is old and damaged, it is possible to develop the mind itself, or advise many members of the community to develop their mind for renewal. Such collaborators will be in their 30
lives as kings of small countries, while vietnamese are often kings of Luana and use the good FA to learn the emirate. Again, Tibet! As if he could return to all living beings in the sea, his credit will be in the hundreds of thousands of lives of noble and wonderful joy. As far as the direction of belonging and
family or self-interest is concerned, it is the result that it will be happy in three lives. Once he's fired, he's reported it tens of thousands of times. Therefore, Tibet! 11/. During this time, the Buddha of the Sun said, White World! Since then, I have admired and celebrated countless Bodhisattvas. They are all
intellectual gods who cannot think and are generous to living things. In bodhisattvas, Bodhisattva Bodhisattva has the most profound vow- White Sun! This Tibetan Bodhisattva has a great cause and effect in Yayi. Like Mr. Van Ven, Prusia, Guan Yin and Maiming, hundreds of thousands of members of
the body have also appeared to save living things on the continent, but those vows will be fulfilled. And Bodhisattva Tibet has vowed here to teach all living things in hexs, and the number of lives to live is as many as 100,000 heng ha sa. White Sun! I'm watching living things in the present. with the future,
if on clean land a place of residence in the south that uses rocky land or wood structure to build the search. As if it could be painted again to create an image of Tibetan Bodhisattva in gold, silver, bronze, or iron and peace inside. And he lit up the sacrifices for the como, studied the vsklisk, then his
residence was ten things. How many ten? 1. Fertile soil. 2. The house is permanent. 3. The one who loses birth. 4. The person living increases life expectancy. 5. Demand Department. 6. No fire. 7. End the catastrophe. 8. End of nightmare. 9. Guardians in and out. 10. Meet many saints. White Sun! In the
present life of the same future, if such an offer can be offered by any living being in his southwestern edins, such benefits will be received. White World! In future life, if good men and women in their dynies, who have this classic and the image of Bodhisattva, can often abolish the classics and offers of
Bodhisattva, day and night will always use the force that protects it, as long as the firewater, robbery, wickedness great and small, and all evil is eliminated. Buddha told the gods: His force is immense, the other gods are unsoi.. Why is that? Because the land of Yanzhou received its protection, to grass,
sand, thorns, mopa, also from the earth and all because of its force. Since he often muttered about the benefits of Tibet' Bodhisatt, his merit and spirituality would be hundreds of thousands of times greater than ordinary gods. In future life, if there are good men and women who offer Bodhisattva, then use
a force of support and don't let all the sadness and things that don't sound in your ears. Either way, we're going to have to take it. Not only were these people protected by their own, but also the belongings of the Emperor, Pham Vuong and relatives of the gods supported him. Why is he so supportive of
the Holy Spirit? All this is due to the examination of the image of Tibet and the often interrupted of these vows. Of course, they will be able to leave the sea of misery and Happy nirvana. That's why they have so much support. 12/. During this time, the Buddha has released hundreds of thousands of
thousands of auras from the top of the darkness. Such as: - generals white aura, - generals great white aura, - generals aura good foreso, - generals great good fores, - generals emerald aura, - generals great jade aura, - generals purple aura, - generals big purple aura, - generals floating aura great, -
generals floating aura, - generals aura of great blue, - generals red aura, - generals great red aura, - generals great red aura, - generals green aura, - generals large green aura, - zuta aura general, - generals aura of the great zute, - generals aura of the cloud happy, - generals aura of cloud inaugural is a
great joy , - aura of millennial bicycles, - aura of the wheels of thousands of large toothpicks, - aura of precious bicycle, - aura of the sun, - aura of the great sun, - aura of the moon, - aura of the great moon, - palace aura, - grand palace aura, - sea cloud aura, - large sea cloud aura. From the top of the
darkness for the release of such generals, he made a wonderful sound again, telling the crowd, the eight dragons, the people and mankind: Listen! Today I present at the Heavenly Palace daa loi proclaiming yang and praising Bodhisattva Tibetans for the benefits in the heavens of the people; without
thymed; transcenntdental sacred creatures; the fruits of the cross; ne rot saves to move to the master's degree of Enlightenment. When he finished by the fact that there was a Bodhisattva Man ha-slap Guan Yin from his seat he got up, knelt down and put his arms around the Buddha, saying, White Lord!
Bodhisattva Bodhisattva is full of compassion and always has mercy on the suffering of living beings. In thousands of memories of the world, he has changed thousands of bodies and merit with power that cannot be discussed. I have heard of the Sun and countless Buddhas who are heterosexuals who
praise Bodhisattva Tibet. Even in the past, the present and the Buddhas who preached his merits, it is impossible to say He recently told the generals that he wanted to declare the benefits of Tibet. May the Holy Father, for all living beings in the present and future, praise Bodhisattva's inability to
contemplate Tibetan bodhisattvas to the heavenly dragon of eight sets to think of blessing. Buddha told Guan Yin Bodhisattva: You have great pre-65s with the Ta-ba world. If heaven, dragons, men and women or gods or demons, until the sinners of the six continents hear his name, see his image, love
him, disfi down him, then these creatures are on their way and decide that there will be no rot anymore. They will always be born in human heaven to enjoy all the wonderful joys. Once the cause and effect have matured, he will know buddha's sign. Now he is merciful to all living beings and eight-legged
heavenly dragon and wants me to declare the untamed benefits of Tibet.' Listen! I'm going to make it clear now. Guan Guanyamo said, Yes, Lord! I want to hear that. Buddha told GuanYin Bodhisattva: In the worlds in the present and future, if there are heavenly beings, that the blessings of heaven have
gone and five generals have appeared, or you must be lost in a wicked way. These celestial beings, whether men or women, at the time when the generals saw the image of Tibet's Bodhisattva, or heard the title Bodhisattva Tibet, and then once admired and once were that these celestial beings will
increase their heavenly blessings, enjoy great joy, and forever fall on the three evil ways. The situation is to hear the name Bodhisattva, then use the flowers of incense, costumes, cuisine, treasures and chains of lost brothers, who give sacrifices, time of merit and blessings will be endless. Again, Guan
Yin! In the worlds of the present and the future, if any of the living beings on the six paths die together and hear through their ears the reputation of the Tibetan titles of Bodhisattva, these creatures will never have to experience the suffering of three evil lines. If it's close to common, parents and relatives
bring their homes, belongings, treasures and costumes to the dying. drew an image of Bodhisattva Tibet. Or get sick in the unknown can see the headphones and know that relatives belong to bring their homes, treasures and other items to be used to paint images of Tibet bodhisattva. This person, if
karma suffers from a serious illness, then thanks to this thanks will immediately heal, life expectancy will be more long. And if the karma of a person's life has been surrendered and worthy of all sins, karma falls into the beast, but thanks to this thanks, after living together, they are born to heaven to enjoy
the joy of a wonderful victory. All sins are eliminated. Once again, Guan Yin Bodhisattva! In future life, if they are men and women, or when they are still sucked, or at the age of three, five years or ten years or less, their parents died until they lost all their siblings after they grew up, remembering their
parents and relatives, but they still don't know where they got lost - what world to be born of or in what heaven to be born. It looked like he could paint an image of Tibet's Bodhisatt, even hear his address, then once pondered and once. From one day to seven days without losing the original will: to listen
to the title, to see the image, to think and to offer bodhisattva, the charm of this person, if the karma makes it cruel and should suffer many lives, but now thanks to the painting of the image of Tibet Bodhisattva and the pervading children or siblings So they have freed him. They will be born in human
heaven to enjoy the joy of their wonderful victory. As for his charms, he has blessings, he was born in human heaven and he enjoys the joy of a wonderful victory, a time of this merit that the holy man has grown and will enjoy countless joys. As he will spend the most time in 21 days on the image of
Tibet's Bodhisatt and re-telling him the title of 10,000 variables, the time bodhisattva embodies will be to tell him in which relatives were born. Or in a dream, Bodhisatt's modern force and personally lead him into the world to see things If we could relapse to recite bodhisattva's title of 1,000 variables and
always 1,000 days, he would be protected for life by Bodhisattvas and the gods and the earth there. Now there are costumes with false remains, and there will be no suffering. Until it came to the door, it was even up to the body. Eventually, bodhisattva will sign it. Once again, Guan Yin Bodhisattva! In
future life, if there are good men and women who want to develop great compassion in order to save all living beings, they want to cultivate the Bodhisattva Way, and want to get out of the three worlds. When these people see the image of Tibetan Bodhisattva, listen to the title, then take care of the mind,
or be incensed by flowers, costumes, treasures, cuisine for sacrifice and thought, the prayers of good men and women will be quickly achieved and forever will not be obstacles. Again, Guan Yin! In future life, if there are good men and women who want to pray for hundreds of thousands of vows or
hundreds of thousands of memories of the present in the same future, we should worry, admire, worship, donate and aplavtiti image of Tibet Bodhisattva, the time of such prayers will all be over. If Bodhisattva Tibet, full of compassion, wants her to always support him, she will sign bodhisattva in her
dreams. Once again, Guan Yin Bodhisattva! In future life, if there are good men and women who deeply appreciate a great birth, they cannot invent a reading table. Even though they met the master, who was taught by the master, they forgot everything. It's been a month, and it's still impossible to get
away. These good men and women who had karmo in a previous life were not uprooted, so they had no curse dai dictionary. When such people hear the title of Tibet's Bodhisatt and see the image of Tibet's Bodhisatt, bring it wholeheartedly and express it again. Use floral incense, clothing, food and
anything to make a bodhisattvas. Then take a cup of water and place it in front of Bodhisattva one day and one night. Then put your hands in your lap to by turning south. When the water enters the mouth, it must be respectful. After drinking water, they had to abstain from five ten, alcohol, foreay, slave
and killing for seven days or 21 days. These good men and women in dreams will apparently see the incarnation of Bodhisattva as infinite to them and sprinkle them with free water. When they wake up, they're smart. Classics, once they enter the atrium, are remembered forever and will no longer forget
the verse or the verse. Again, Guan Yin! In future life, if there are people who are not dressed enough, pray for anything, or for many diseases, or experience many accidents, non-soolicity, separate relatives, or accidents that often happen to the body, sleep dreams often see many horrors. When such
people hear the title of Tibet, or look at the image of Tibet, and then revisit and resent the full 10,000 variables, the unsympathe likely things will gradually be eliminated. They were immediately at peace, dressed in excess clothing and until everyone was happy in their dreams. Once again, Guan Yin
Bodhisattva! In future life, if there are good and good men and women, either for their business, or for private work, or for birth and death, or because of emergencies, they must enter the forest into the mountains, cross the river, meet the great water or cross the dangerous road, the time of that person
should first change the address of tibetan Bodhisattva 10,000 variables. So when they're all over the place, demons are guardians; Sit down and sit down, be happy forever. Even if you meet tigers, wolves, lions and all the poisonous stuff, you can't hurt it. Buddha said of GuanYin Bodhisattva: The
Tibetans of Bodhisattva have great causes and conditions with matches. If we talk about the benefits of hearing creatures, hundreds of thousands of lives cannot be told. That's why Guan Is Yin! Use force to save this Bible and live beings in this grandi female world in hundreds of thousands of lives
always enjoy peace. At the time, the Sun said the shelf: I am thinking of the Tibetan power of the god Heng Hei sa sa sa for life to say that I do not hear the same survival even once the benefit of heaven many countless people If a man or woman The Dragon God Phuoc should be cruel to the heart, to
care for a great life to transfer sins, except for children who have died early parental love Unknown souls in any country Sisters and relatives To this day grow up do not know each other Or cover not to paint a lot charming contepting does not deucate three weeks, i this is the title Bodhisattva appear u my
rodjacima, only they charming u-lineage of the world, but i that the beast escapes, Mind that he doesn't want to eat, he's squealing the first thought of the statue of the Great Lord, we're all about the castle of the dam no karma, not the stimling of someone's davuche Bible- and that spa is still wearing pants
off the coast. Others who have vowed not to think at the table New read immediately forgot to forget this person because of karma The Great Master can not remember the sacrifices of Tibet with floral drip Food clothes for bowling water in front of the Doctor After day and night and then drink the heart to
respect five new wines of adulteration and aspiration One's days does not kill Chi Tam Remembering the Name of the Great Master Directly, how u snu that sees the infinite mind of the atrium is izostrio Dyn dao is its 1000 generation zavek, remember that the Master does not think that a hundred men
that teaches intellectually impoverished living bullies i bolešma U stale is home charming kad uspani sni not peaceful. Tibet All evils are dispersed Until in his dreams throws joy The Devil protects the true cure in the forest through the mountain through the sea both an evil beast and an evil demon with
evil, who deceives all the sufferings of the brain Just to overcome and give the sacrifices to the Tibetan Bodhisattvi Great Statue when the forest ice crosses the great sea. He's a Tibetan name, but he doesn't see statuu Contemme, Mr. Huong blossoms to offer me hundreds of thousands of wonders that
he's returning to Dharma Realm, he if he becomes a Buddha if he's born and killed, so Guan Yin speaks to the Kingdom of Kini that he enjoys the hundreds of tisuce wonders, the buddha bath returns to Dharma Realm. should know 13/. 100,000, During this time, the Lord raised his golden hands and
rubbed him on the bodhisattvini hand of tibetan Bodhisattve and said: Tibet, Tibet! Even if ten Buddhas praised and proclaimed their own thing in thousands of lives, that wouldn't be possible. Tibetans, Tibetans! Don't make these creatures fall into the beast for a day and one night. In other words, it's the
year of The Baker, so much so that you have to go through thousands of lives with no expression to escape. Tibetans! Even though they developed a good heart, they rotted. If you run into evil situations, your mind will grow. That's why I've distributed hundreds of thousands of body memories to change,
depending on the nature that escapes them. I wish them all the best. In future life, if there are good men and women in Buddada who cultivate a little goodness with hair, speci grains of dust, grains of sand or a drop of water, then use the Path to support it, gradually cultivate them noble path and do not
rooce. Again, Tibet! If these creatures can reuse the title of Buddha, the title Bodhisattva, verse or verse in the Great Wall of Sutra, use your force and means to save these creatures. He appeared endlessly on this man and destroyed hell, causing them to be born in heaven to enjoy the joy of a wonderful
victory. In the meantime, the Sun said: Now I graciously wish the Lord the means to ensure that evil beasts do not suffer. I hope the sun doesn't worry anymore. In future life, if there are any good men and women in buddhaDha sutras and have a reverent thought, then I too use hundreds of thousands of
resources to save this person and get them out of the cycle of birth and death. If they hear about good things and overw but rear them, then nature will never roaze along the way. When he said that, Bodhisattva was named Visceral Nowhere with buddha, who said, White World! I came to the heavens of
Dalai and heard that Lai was praising the power of bodhisattva Tibetans. In future life, if there are good men and women until all heavens and dragons hear these classics and tibetan names, or ponder the image, how many blessings will be given? Pray to the Sun for all living things in the present and
future to talk about it. Buddha said of Bodhisat's ind: Listen, listen! I'm going to do it because you're different. In future life, if there are good men and women who see the image of Tibet and listen to this Bible, to the reclamation, then use the elbow of flowers, food, drinks, costumes and treasures to
donate, give, a swim, admire, and worship it, time will be 28 benefits: 1st and Dragon reclamation. 2. Good results are increasing. 3. Holy sacrament. 4. Bodhisattva is rotten. 5. Rich real medicine. 6. Plague of widows. 7. Escape from the firewater. 8. No robbery. 9. Feels affection. 10. Demons help. 11.
Male trans sexual female body. 12. Be the son of a king. 13. The General is handsome and decent. 14. Often born in heaven. 15. Or be king. 16. Dac Tuo Network. 17. I wish you the rest. She's happy. 19. The scourge of destruction. 20. Persuaal karma. 21. Go to the place. 22. Happy night. 23. A person
who has lost suffering. 24. Births are blessed. 25. The Saints praise. 26. Smart and smart. 27. Rich in compassion. 28. Save buddha. If there is a demon dragon in the present with the future, he will hear the title of Tibetan and celebrate Tibetan statues or listening to the vows and cultivating Tibet, and
then the applause ceremony, will benefit seven things: 1. Quickly cross the holy place. 2. Evil karma destroys. 3. Budas has come to protect them. 4. Bodhisattva is rotten. 5. Forces of growth. 6. Dac Tuo Network. 7. Save buddha. In the meantime, it was impossible to convince all the Tathon Buddha, who
came up with ten ways, along with Bodhisattvas and the eight heavenly dragons, to hear the Buddha buddha of 1995 proclaim a great mighty force, and praise it as unprecedented. Then, in the sky, Daa loi rained countless flowers of incense, celestial medicine and chained him to offer Buddha Sabai and
Tibetan Bodhisattva. After that, all the churches thought, celebrated, put their hands up and then retreated. Tibetan Bodhisattva Vows – At the end of the book I. Dabbies, the Sun speaks the color of the law, Tibetan works very deeply, the Holy Religion is forever passed, after all heaven, people from
grief. 2. Heaven, Ah tu la, And I rubbed Dharma, so I listened to him with my heart, and supported Buddadake, and each has been working hard to cultivate Buddhin learning, and how many people have heard of this place, whether on land or nowhere, often with people born from the heart, day and night
to take refuge in Dharma. III. Keep worlds safe, blessed with endless birth, and how much poverty is eliminated, and the suffering of death. Constantly using incense to rub bright physiques, often preserved to help the body, Bodhi flowers across the country, Depending on the accommodation is usually
peaceful. Bad Tissues of The Main Protecto how they protected Ma Ha Bodhisattvas. (3 times) MA HA TAM NHA BA LA WERE MIND OF THE SELF-STYLED AT THE BODHISATTVA PRACTICE THREE LA WERE A multi-time projection of the five stage aggregates does not necessary ying. Amnesty!
Color is not heterosexual, no heterosexual, no sharpness, no vision, longevity, thoughts, acts, heros as vision. Amnesty! The visions of the gods are not generals: immortality, immortality, impurities, impurities, impurities, impermination. Vision, no air, in vain, thought, garlic, consciousness, no
apparentness, billions, real, body, mindlessness, silence, taste, taste, emotion, marriage, unconscious sex. Absurdity, the crown of infinite helplessness, immortality, the infinite crown of death; in agony, practicing, morality; It's flawless in vain. Of course Do will hit an eight-year-old with excellent honey,
and his mind is ins self-minded. I'm afraid to try, to be a terrorist, to go crazy, to dream, to save Nirvana. Three generations of Buddhas from the three worlds of the three Bodhisattvas were trying to get three bodhisattvas. The late 81, the great man, the great man, the noble man, the ascoverymcratic
vision, the power other than suffering, the real and the unsuciable. Late 83 mule theory over the secrets of honey. Legend has it: Emperor, emperor, three screams, three screams, bodhisattva ha. The first generation of generals in the world about the birth that didn't give us descriptions of multi-ladies. I'm
going to have a stomach, a stomach for a long time. Ah di ria nun. Ah yes, all the passions of the nuns. Ah yes, a great orchid. Ah yes, Dalan. Fat, fat. These are just multiple cases, ma'am. (3 times) Ah Yi Buddha body and body, generals of infinite intelligence, euphemisms flexible five cultivations, Bran
purification of four great seas, Quang neutralize budas countless memories, Hoa Bodhisattvas are herons endlessly, four decades of vows to help all creatures, Nine functions of ghosts published Belgian. The southern tissues of the Western half of the lost world, the great words, the great compassion of
Ah Di Da Buddha. (10 times) Male model World Bodhisattva. (10 times) Male Tibetan King Bodhisattva. (10 times) Male tissue Purity Bodhisattva sea. (10 times) In the 19th century, three directions buddha imitation 1st Nine features a terrible creature extremely extreme drop needle to poke three sins, a
true blessing of goodwill and mind to use direction. The vow that Buddhas will touch, depending on the present, Lam Common Western scenes Ming in front of the entry, knowing the kinterical stage of pole Of Lac Kingdom, Ant Buddha instills birth and death, As buddha is the hardest. Endless problems
in the infinite amount of vows that help common beings become Buddhism. Unreasonably, Members of the Mind, Prune mudraci corporal Hanh Er rules su da budama, two pretendators su proclamated by Tatho lai, Three liars su offering gifts, The Quartet of FalseEs from karma, Five scholars su were
satisfied merit, six o'clock pretending to convert falun gongs, 7 lies called bud to the world. Eight scholars often study buddha, the Ninth of all creatures and the Tenth O's Age. Additional Article: CROSS (meaning) Also named: TEN PHUONG. (20) Ten Buddhas in three generations, Di Da is annoying not
to leave birthday pants, Lotus gold nine products available, Oai spirit virtue has become endless. Now I suddenly meditate with buddha immediately sin, Blessings I have, More or less a vow to go west! You can grow here, depending on the current time of touching a good fore-eye, branch time clearly
aeaealys. Lin shares a good landscape of the west. When I see more vmnosti than usual, the birth of a lost nation with yellow flowers, flowers clearly bloom, fleeing the circle of birth and death, peace of all kinds. Endless trouble, vows to eradicate, Dharma subjects to study, without remains, Sent students
vow to pray, the other side of Buddhism together. Nowhere in the same world, let's not be the same. There is no love with the same curse, the color of the Buddha's fellow members. Now I vow to grow, the Prussian cadet vows to survive ten subjects: One is to summon the sun incarnated before the
Buddha with all due respect. Second, praise the Buddha is a virtue of broad, good words, good language devoted to praise. Dad, it's time to buy enough flowers, Trang Phan said. Four, because of the delusion of the wrong way, greedy karma often always. Five, with an unfair virtue, the Son of the Holy



Son is happy. Six, when Buddha testified about his superior, a child of the color of Dharma just passed on. Seven, hearts are not confused, let the Buddha not enter infinity! The eight who often study maturity, always like me with the New Bud, Nine, I swear I won't say anything to soften all kinds of
dharma. Ten, bring all the princesses, all kinds to enjoy, all over the world with pleasure. Ten excellent vows, a vow of pole to volunteers who sat in the lotus court. (21) The re-direction of Buddha's merits and virtues is impeccable over the universal vows of prefmedent creatures. A vow to remove three
obstacles, except for diss like, a vow to conquer wisdom and empty prussian vows to abolish all worlds, often practice bodhisatt's way. A vow to be born in the West, amid the Nine flowers flowers of the mother flower flower enlightened Buddha says without the birth of Bodhisattva micro-travel. Let us try
the general merits of the 10th level of the people to become Buddhism. OOKA Buddhas were often hybridly supported, ghosts fell for good, but now the money increases tone, and there is no loss of purity. Lam's life at the same time, the body of mind, the vision of diming di dong, the evil saints, the
konshing pyramids, hybrids continue to fall. Near the moment born in Buddha money, Bodhisattva dao, promoting creatures, the same mind. Southern Western Tissue Pole Lost World, Big Words, Great Compassion A Di Da Buddha. (1 arc) Southern tissue Of the Western Pole Lost World, Great
Compassion Guanyin Bodhisattva, Great World Chi Bodhisattva, Purity Hai Bodhisattva. (1 arc) The southern tissue of the Western Half lost the world, Lien Tri Hai Hoi Buddha, Bodhisattvas, the gentlest Of St. Ti, Venerable Good. (1 arc) Three self-medicine Budas, willing to be creatures, be able to
solve the great way, playing in mindless. Take care of the law, volunteer beings, penetrate yourself and wisdom, like the sea. Self-medicine increases, vows beings, mass orthodoxy, and is unpremely. Afraid.
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